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In its sixth publication year, the MISSISSIPPI SPORTS LAW
REVIEW, has continued to build on the past successes by
maintaining the unique status as the only SEC school with a
Sports Law Review. The REVIEW has continued to accomplish its
goals of building a renowned sports law publication through the
diligent editing, writing, and selection of novel pieces by its
members and supporters. The REVIEW’s annual symposium has
benefited, the University of Mississippi School of Law, Ole Miss
students, and to the citizens of the state spread across eighty-two
counties, by providing a forum in which modern and relevant
sports topics may be discussed on record with leaders of the sports
industry throughout the country.
The REVIEW owes much of its continued success to Professor
William W. Berry III, our most ardent supporter and faculty
advisor, and Professor Ron Rychlak, a highly engaged and
influential faculty member who provides much needed guidance.
Most importantly, I would like to thank specific REVIEW executive
board members, including Spencer Durden, the Executive Editor
who worked countless hours ensuring all edits were completed on
time, Brantley Adams, Business Editor who ensured all the
funding, accounts, and bills were managed, Evan Brewster, Senior
Online Editor who assisted in organizing the symposium and
reviewing articles and Jack Noonan, incoming Editor-in-Chief,
who was a tremendous asset in setting up the symposium.
It’s worth noting again that I would like to thank Professor
William Berry for all that has done and continues to do for our
publication. He has assisted the REVIEW since its very first days
and has always made himself available to advise the staff.
To the members of the REVIEW, past, present, and future, our
faculty and staff, and our readers thank you again for your
continued dedication. I am thankful for the opportunity to serve as
the REVIEW’s sixth Editor-in-Chief.

